Blau/Rubm
Many of Colby's policjes are founded on the premise: 'That 's wh at othe r
small liberal arts colleges do." JB and Marc will represent the students so
that Colby displays the initiative that other schools follow.
Our experience in Student Government and our commitment to Colby
community will hel p us strengthen the student voice, which we have
already fought so hard to enhance. As Commons and Hall Presidents we
havebeen involved with the positive change that has occurred this year. We
have the abilty to continue this change and to recognize the problems that
exist.
Now that student voice is heard, we need competent, experienced and
enthusiastic leaders to adamantly and faithfully represent student views.JB
and Marc will work and get the job done. Thank you.

Mateo/Johnson
We, Marinel Mateo and Bonnie Johnson, have more student government experience than any other ticket in this race. As a team, we have
held the positions of Commons Vice President, Hall President, Commons Publicity and Social Chairs. As Stu-A President and V.P., we
intend to focus our energy on boosting the morale on campus, closing the
gap between Stu-A and the student body, revamping the hall contract,
rejuvinating the I-PIay system and strengthening campus participation
in all social and cultural events. We will be your strongest voice, so on
April 2nd, please vote for the team that will most benefit you. Mateo and
Johnson for Stu-A.

King/Lee
Our mam goals for the next year involve 'increasing "cultural and social
awareness by getting everyone in the Colby community involved from Presiden t Cotter d own to each, individual student. We will push for more student
input on all campus issues from social events to academic policies. We both
have previous experience in Stu-A as hall presidents and will use that experience to help Stu-A run very smoothly and efficiently. Some of our ideas include
reforming the current advisor system, implementing a peer advisory system
and increasing campus, unity to eliminate "sides" of campus. Essentially, we
will work hard for you, the students,in getting your voices heard and respected
in all matters concerning you. You will not be let down.

Moody/Loew
A brief message fro m Stu-A President and V.P. candidates Al Moody and
Dee Loew:
Would you like to see: large scale events hosted by Stu-A; more inpu t on
tenure decisions; the option of living in a dorm with extended loud hours; a
first-ever CBB weekend carnival; a moro orga nized I-Play system; the voices of
students of all races, gender and sexual preferences represented equally in
decision making processes; the advisory system improved; the off-campus
lottery removed so all seniors have the option to live off campus; pool or ping
pong tables in the substance free lounges; weekend trips to more events; a latenight hang out ri ght here on campus; improved communications with your
President and V.P.; unity amongst thestudents? If your answer to any of these
questions is yes,vote Moody and Loew.
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Stu-A Social Chair
Fi tzsimons

foundedin 1877

Colby's Social life can be incredible! I
want students to be excited about Stu-A
social events. After all the Student Center is for all of us, it shouldn't separate
us. Lefs not forget—there's more at
Colby!We have so much potential—our
campus,thegreatoutdoors,thestudents,
the events we can bring to Colby, those
we can createat Colby - we don't haveto
feel isolated here. College is supposed to
be the best years of your life, as Stu-A
Social Chair I can give you at least one.
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the official opinion of the paper. The other opinions expressed on this page arc not
necessaril y the views ofThe Colb y Echo or lb staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate communi ty.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an add ress
ora phone number. For publication on Thursday, lettere must be received by The Colby Echo no later than
8 pjn. Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
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Michael T. Miller 9

3_ bfr yeartheEchoh?~ <ho. en to <sn<fyr$ ethe tick**offnit fcfau1W
and Marc R&bwi *9$• lor Student Association Presidentawl Vice
President. After reviewing the statement* anbrnitted by the fbmr
candidates* we chose Blau and Rubin on the basis of their past
experience and p0rf<>nttan«*.
Although we feel that AlexMoody *94 and Pe# X*ew *9£ have
ambitiousideasandmottvationasweUasfhededfcation to carry them
out, they don't not have the experience in SttttA that BJau
, Kand.Rubin
'
"
do,
.
MarinciMafe»^94antlBonnieJohnson^areatso an experienced
ticket, however Blau and Rabin have shown more results in their
' '
eareets.
f
Kendrt Kahg H and K**. te«*94 aw th* n»Ost dedicated t>t th<S
candidalto promoting<n*Jtwalunify,v?« don't feel that they have
the experienceor ideas to carry out their visions.
Colby needs'saavyleaderswith innovation/ strong administrative
to
qualities, And the dedicationAnd prid*itt the colt^e mafe*the
students'tiseda a reality, BJ.au and Rubin have proven themselvesin
these areas.
As lovejoyCommonsPresident,BJ.aueffectively can.ed off large
$4a lecv-jnts $nch ***$fciKio w<!en 4ttd lh*di$tri button oif recyclingbins
to alt roomsthroughoutcampus.Blau knows the hw and outs of Stu*
A and we feel he is realisticin his goals for the new year.His business
experience with CNT Shirts nnd Sttt-Ad_ will also he valuable in
helping Btou bean effectiveJtadcrArtd adrttulistttfor.
We feel that Rubin is the most qualified for StwA VicePresident
based on his performance and dedication as HallPresident of Dana.
Rubin is motivated and dedicated to tine collegeand would be most
effective And entrfcotifc in the job ;
Of att the tickets,Blau and Rubin have the ntostrcalisticgoaKsand
ability 10 carry them out. Together,Blatt and Rubin have bwtlt relationshipswith and gained the respect of students,f acuity a Usl admin*
Motion.T(h <#u« det$to .td<h^^
have set goals that canhe accomplished in that time, Ulan and Rubin
are familiar with the ideas and goals of the current Stu-A officers and
willheabj e to follow through nnd improve on thew*
BJau ami Ktibin Arc innovative people oif action. They ar*best
prepared to lead thestudent body next year,listen to students'Voiced
and be a positive influence in Stu-A.
Oood luck to all candidate^ for $t#*A ,Commons/ Class and £l(al!
position;. . Don't forget to vote thin Friday,

photo by AriDruker

Miller

For two years I have witnessed the
decline in the social life at Colby and the
Student Association is parially to blame.
Instead of giving the students what they
want in entertainment, Stu-A has only
done what they have wanted to see and
do for entertainment.The time has come
for change. The time has come to elect a
Social Chair that listens to the students
and gives the students a what they want.
I, Michael T. Miller, am that person.

Stu-A TVeasmreir
Barry

Elliott Barry '94

photo by Ari Druker

I will bring experience, a fresh attitude and enthusiasm to the position of
Stu-A Treasurer if I'm elected. As
Lovejoy CommonsV.P. last year, I managed the budget for the commons, and
as a result it was one of only two commons to finish with a surplus. I also
understand the commitment and attitude needed to be a successful treasurer.
Being away from student government
for a year has instilled me with new
energy, and a new will to see Stu-A run
as successfully as possible.

Milgr am

Andrew Milgram '96

photo by Ari Dmkcr

l ne role or l reasurer is one or responsibility. 68 organizations require that
the Stu-A Treasurer have the time,know
how and enthusiasm to make .those
groups and Stu-A run effectively.
Adilionally,the Treasurer must confront
issues that effect the community and
- work cooperativel y to solve those problems. I have served as a member of StuA Exec, this year and worked closely
with Jason Hogg in the treasuery. I bring
fresh ideas, experience and continuity
to this job. Thank you for your vote.

Eric Kemp 9
' 4 and Michael Casey '96

KEMP/CASEY

We are entering this race because we know what the Commons
system should be. When conceived it was meant to replace the existing
fraternity system. Unfortunately, in recent years it has become little
more than a way to conveniently divide the campus into four groups of
residence halls. In order to provide a quality social life at Colby, it is
necessary to reevaluate and redefine our current Commons structure.
Specifically,this includes increasing funding to individual halls, more
frequent and thoroughly planned events and greater accountability in
all positions at both the Commons and hall levels. We believe the key
to a successful Commons as a whole is successful individual halls.
Through a thoughtful and receptive administration we feel we can fully
recognize the potential of Chaplin Commons.

Michael Sabin '96 and Dean Snell '95

p hotoby AriDruker

SABIN/SNELL

Mary Low Commons has been a standout on the Colby College
campus for providing its students withvaluable culturalprogramming.
As President and Vice President of Mary Low Commons, we wish to
continue that tradition by showcasing more controversial speakers,
more interesting bands and fully integrating the Coffee House into the
campus community as a whole.
Though cultural programming is the focus of our efforts, we also
wish to provide quality social programming. Social events will breathe
new life, not just kegs, but more inventive social programming on the
Commons and hall levels.
Our goal is to instill a sense of respect for the Commons by providing
interesting and enlightening programming that appeals to the wide
variety of students on both sides of campus.

There were no candidates for Lovejoy Commons as of the Echo deadline

JOHNSON COMMONS

JuBtinVan Til '95 and Derek Plunhett '95

VAN TIL/PLUNKETT

Spa bagels,dogheads, Proj ect Inward ,the hall contract ,the cross on the
chapel, video games, parties in Bob's, streaking through Miller... If these
are things you like or don't like, things you want to see more or less of ,then
we want to know.
Justin hasbeen vice president and president of Johnson Hall. Derekhas
been vice president of Go-Ho and social chair of our Commons. Justin has
run effective hall meetings, organized dorm events and spoken out on
important campus-wide issues at Presidents' Council. Derek has organized Studen t Center parties, run pre-parties and learned the ins and outs
of social programing.
We don't want to give you a bunch of words, we want to make
promises. We have the experience, innova tive ideas and drive to give you
the best Commons next vear.

_
._ .„ .„ _.
Jennifer Wolff '94 and Bryan Raffetto '95

photo by An Druter

RAFFETTO/WOLFF
Since we're limited to how much we can say, here it is. Yes, we both
have a strong back ground in leadership on campus. Jenn is V.P. of the
Class of '94 and Bryan is Social Chair 'of Johnson Commons. More
importantly, though, is what the '#?*! we are planning to do if we are
elected. Perhaps the most pressing concern would be to make a revision
in the hall contract especially to relieve the tensions that have arisen
between hall staff and hall councils. What else? Strengthen I-Play turnouts, host parties with lower admission and higher attendance (i.e. more
at Robert's), and choose a particular charity that we, as a Commons, can
sponsor throughout the year. We are also considering an optional Commons social fee to increase intra-Commons events. Guess that's all for
now. Thanks.

Stu-A Cultural Chair

Candidates advocate student voice
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor

mote Colby voice and unity with
Bates College and Bowdoin College.

A predominate theme of this

year'scampaigns for Student Asso-

photo was
not available

Kebba Tolbert '94

photo by Ari Druker

As President of SOBHU I have had
experience in coordinating or helping
to coordinate a variety of events from
lectures, panel discussions and workshops to concerts ,parties, study breaks
and dinners. As your Stu-A Cultural
Chair I would continue to plan these
types of events that would raise awareness of cultural and gender issues in fun
and interesting ways. I have served on a • .
. number of committees and am currently
the Co-Chair of the Student Affairs Committee.

ciation President and Vice President is student voice.
All the candidates agree that
student voice is a key issue in this
election, but all f our have very dif ferent suggestions for how to make
this voice heard.

Marinel Ma teo '94 and Bonnie
'94are running on a differohnson
J
ent and simpler platform in the area
of student voice.
"The student without a voice
equalsa campus without a choice,"
said Mateo.-

Alex Moody '94 and Dee Loew

Kendra King '94 and Ken Lee
'94 plan to promote student voice
in terms of unity.
"Our goal is to effectively incorporate student voice in order to
make the campus more unified academically,culturally and socially,"
said King.
King and Lee would like to see
the institution of a peer advisory
system and the understanding on
campus that theirs is an open door,
according to King and Lee.
"We cannot effectively lead
without the voice of those we are
leading," said King.

'95 will make student voice heard
through a variety of channels.
"We would like to have a
monthly dinner in the Student Center with speakers on the same issues as Project Inward ," said
Moody. "From the group, discussions would be held in lounges in
every dorm."
Moody and Loew would also
like to see student representatives
of clubs be made part of the
President's cabinet in an effort to
gather and utilize more student input, they said.
Other ideas to promote student
voice through unity are a reorganization of Stu-A to promote the accurate representation of the students.
Mood y and Loew would like to
see the institution of a CBB weekend complete with performing arts,
cultural events and parties, to pro-

• o c a e c o e e*

Jon Blau '94 and Marc Rubin '95
have yet different ideas on Colby
and its student voice.
"Student voice no longer falls
on deaf ears. We need to realize
how powerful it is," said Blau. "We
need leaders to continue to repre-

sent and follow through on the students' concerns."
Blau and Rubin plan to represent students by instituting a student think tank in which a number
of randomly selected students will
be invited to dinner with the Stu-A
president and V.P. to voice their
opinions, according to Blau and
Rubin.
"We don't want to put forth our
own agen d a," said Blau."We have
ideas but we want to create a student agenda."

••••••••••

More from the candidates for
Stu-A President and V.P. can be
heard Wednesday March 31 at the
Presidential Debate.Q
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: Don f t
: forget
to vote
••
:• on
\ Friday,
j April 2.
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Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
the computer you'll use in school and after school.

r

The new Macintosh Centr is™ 610 computer has all the personal computer you can buy. See the new Macintosh
Centris 610 today at your Apple Campus Reseller Where you'll
power you'll need today- and tomorrow. Its 68040 chip
speeds through word processing, spreadsheet and graph ics get special student pr icing, as well as service dur ing college'."
programs. It 's expandable up to 68MB of RAM, giving you And discover the power more students choose.The *&
lots of room to grow And, Macintosh" is the most compatible power of Macintosh. The power to be your best! Vk

For all of your computer needs visit the "Macintosh Office "
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
vrni.ww..w/.tfW. ' -tf. /i/.™..yy'/^
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BY STRESSED ECHO MOM
Echo Addict

The Echo has been sold to the
highest bidder.
Secret negotiations between an
administrator in the Stupid Activities Office, a Stu-U officer and an
anonymous corporate buyer ended
this week in the sale of the Echo,
according to the Stupid Activities
Office.
Negotiations were final:
after the Echo began investigating Stu-U's diminishing finances. It was then
determined to be in StuU'sbest interests to sell the
Echo to a private corpora- ..
tion. Payment wasmade in
cash, in stacks of unmarked
.
bills. ' ' 7
"It was a pretty sweet jj
deal for Stu-U," said Po j
'
the y
WerhungryC ^"Ki\
from
the
sale
is
gomoney
-U
ing directly into^thejStu s
fund .Theremainderofthem

at the end of the year will be used to
send all Stu-U officers to a student
government seminar in Aruba."
The corporatebuyer has revealed
himself as the ever-popular and extremely wealthy cartoon character
Richie Rich. Rich plans to enroll at
Colby and begin administrating the Echo immediately.
J 8&
"I have money to burn JHF
and I think I can run the J^J
paper better," said Rich. SgraL
"Who needs experience amH|
_
when you've got >ljjj Sg
^
money?"
Sffl&k
^K
The entire Echo
editorial board im- JjgWk
mediatelyresigned ff ljB&
on hearing of the «gT
sale. Some have ^rag
plans to start up an ^^
off-campus paper. Others
are just lookingforward to
• the added leisure time.
'" - -¦ . "Ithink I might take up

some of my old hobbies again, like
eating and sleeping," said Ima
Sdstressed, an Echo editor.
As part of the sale contract with
Rich, Stu-U was given complet e
powers of censorship and the new
[ paper will run weekly columns
written by or about all Stu-U
. officers, elaborating on
» their fabulous administram tive capabilities.
"I'm looking for a new
r
staff of writers and editors,"
said Rich. "Anyone modk erately literate may apply.
Wm I don't intend to exercise
|g| the same discriminatory
||l hiring practices as were
w used by the former editoV rial board .That'swhat spell
check is for."Q
See NICE TRY up your butt.

The unmarked bills found in the Stu-Uoffice

Woodie Allyn to teach
creat ive wri ting class

has some problems with his coming," said
BY KTTTY KAEEN
President of the College Billy Karter. "We are
Unidentified
thinking that he could add a lot to the entire
academic community not just the English
Famous comedian, writer and actor Department. We plan to have him teach EthWoodie Allyn plans to abandon his place in ics and Child Development, too."
the tabloids next fall, as he has accepted a
"I think he could really add a lot to my
position as Visiting Professor of Creative child development course," said Professor of
Writing at Colby. Arrangements have been Psychology Put-ya Tasleep.
Allyn is looking
" s
forward
to the move.
"
"
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"I am totally fedup with New Yorkcity
and theEnquirer,even
USA Today," said
Allyn in a recent phone
interview. "I heard at
Colby what you do
. __
.
behind closed doors is
your own business." ,
Maine's outdoors
%
%
is
one
of the reasons
-¦• - -\ , v. . . > w^ ~
h
s
s -- {
^
*
Allyn expressed an
interest in the position
after he saw it adverJrJnBSU ftSsC -fit Ju&J.!, - tised in Parents Magazine.
>
"I've always been
an outdoors , type of
made for Allyn to reside in the Alumni house man an(j i can't waj t to take Mia's and my
for tho fall semester where a special security children skiing," said Allyn.
system has been installed.
Good thing he has already earned a lot of
"We are really excited to have him, al- m oncyO
though I havo heard that the Women'sGroup
.%
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.Mm teacfc- '^'Ethics and CMId
Development, too.

BY ECHO BUNNY
EKQ Pledge

„

Due to the recent lack of Stupid Center
paahties, a sub-committee to the ad hoc task
force formed to investigate under-the-table
actions Stu-U does not want students to know
about met to.discuss the lack of Stu-U social
activity.
The sub-committee is made up of three
students: Jonny Dogood '94, Paula
"PC'Connway 95 and Ima Dork *96; two
faculty members: Asst. Professor of Ethics
Ucant Dothat and Head of Womyn 's Studies
Huper Child and Jbiyse.Y
The sub-committee has made some rather
disturbing discoveries, according to What
Business is it of Yours?"

^ ^ -Bill^Earte^;: ^
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Stu-A Funds to Waco

»»•

•

%
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Soldiers wait outside the compound as
Colby Stu-U deli vers relief money.

"You 11 never believe the shit we got on
Stu-U now," said Connway.
After tracking several unidentifiable
checksto their ultimate destinations, the subcommitteed iscovered that almost $15,000,000
of the Stu-U social fund was diverted into a
Swissbank account under the name of Colby
Koresch.
That's right folks, Colby Koresch.
The sub-committee determined that for
the greater part of the year, Stu-U funds have
slowly been siphoned into an account for use
by the infamous Waco Cult.
The sub-corrimittee speculates that Stu-U
has been sending the cult in Waco funds and
plans to join them after graduation this May.
"If they hold out 'til May,we bet that those
two-timing bastards in Stu-U will just take
«MM»ana

___ n_4
A mnno.r
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said no one you
know. "I bet they alreadyha ve their tickets."
When questioned
on the matter, Stu-U
spokesperson Fulla
Shit '93 declined to
comment, but said
off the record that if I
kept the whole thing
quiet he would
promise mc a full
ride for next year's
tuition and salvation
in the name of Colby
Koresch.Q

Proj ect In and Out
sponsors student sex

Student Sex upon Campus [SSUC] is sponsoring a condom
sale as part of their Thursday night all-campus dinner and
forum on sex. The forum, Project In and Out, is intended tb
promote more sex among the student body.
"We were asked by the administration to sponsor something nonalcoholic, so we thought,hey,why not sex?" said I.
Getlots '94, co-president of SSUC.
The group will be discussing various positions,lubricants
and fantasy enactment, as well as the emotional impact of
rainbow colored condoms on sex. Questions can be addressed to the group at their hotline, x7399 or SEXY.

College bans "clunking"
candy and soda

Thirsty students will no longer be able to get sodas from
the machine on the first floor of Lovejoy. The Candyand soda
machines are being removed because "the clunking noise of
the candy and soda hitting the bottom of the machine was
disturbing professors," said Dean of Students Jane
Slightlyzinger.
"I could hear those Almond Joys clunking all the way on
the fourth floor," said Driveya Nuts, professor of
oversensitivity."I just couldn't concentrate on my seminar."

The Colby EK£2moose
An additional factor in the decision to remove the machines was the image they project to prospective students.
"Candy and soda just aren't academic," said the Director of
Administrative Vice. "We don't want prospectives going
home with the image of an unhealthy, junk-food-eating
student body.".

The Echo endorses its
Moose for Stu-A Cultural

In a surprise announcement Monday, the Echo Moose
declared a write-in candidacy for Student Association Cultural Chair. "I know it's sudden, but I think I have some great
contributions to make to the school and hey, I look good,"
said Moose. "My first move as cultural chair will be'to change
our mascot to the moose. I mean, white mules? Who are we
kidding?"
The Moose is also planning a Spotlight Lecture by the
president of the Maine chapter of Ban Moose Hunting Season, a talk by Colby graduate Jeremiah Beer Die Earth on the
role of god in Beer Die and a showing of the Colby classic,
"Dielander."
- .
"I'm just happy I declared my candidacy in time to get my
picture in the Echo's election issue," said Moose.

Elvis?! Not another white male...
BY ECHO BUNNY
EKQPledge
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Because Gorby will beunable to leave ttie
Commonwealth Union of Socialist Russian
Republics to speak at Colby's graduation,
plans have been arranged for an alternate
grad uation speaker. Theadministration tried
to get some stuffed shirt in a dumb looking
banker tie to come and talk about being a
white male in America,but students quickly
shot that one down.
"I mean, hey , if that dork spoke at graduation, parents would say it was nice and all,
but I bet no one would remember a word he
said," said senior Way Cool Jr. "We need
someonefunand exitingtoenhancethebuzz."
With very little time left to name a speaker
who would accept, the administration has
asked Elvis Presley to be this year's graduation speaker,according to Ima Psychic,director of netherworld activities.
I didn t even know Elvis was alive, but
after I saw his photo in the Enquirer I thought
it was worth a try," said Senior Class President Thisis Ridiculous. "I just figured, enquiring minds want to know."
The search for Elvis was hard,as his agent
did not even know he was alive, but Colby
eventually got in touch with the Pelvis, who
gladly accepted.
"I think it's about time I stepped back into
the spotlight," said the King. "Plus, I think

the kids at Colby are real hip."
Elvis has been making a great living impersonating himself in Las Vegas," but feels
he has had enough pretending and is ready
l
to be himself again.
: j
"I just hope people belive me," said the
Pelvis. 'It has been a long time since I rocked
and rolled."
Elvis is currently living in West Palm
Beach while working on his come-back album.
I am trying to do a remix of Tou Ain't
Nothing but a Hound Dog7 with a bit of
Simon's 'Graceland' and Cohn's 'Walking in
Memphis' added in," said the once teenage
heartthrob.
Students and faculty alike seem pleased
with the choice of the administration.
"Anything is better than that other guy,
he would have really made graduating a
drag," said Ima L. Ibral '93.
"I just hope the King doesn't look all old
and stuff,I mean,I want to remember him the
way he used to be," said President "I Don'i
Wanna Grow Up" Caughther.
As of yet Elvis is not sure on what he is
going to speak, but some possible topics include "My Life as a Dead Superstar ," "Variations on the Pelvic Thrust" (complete with
volunteers from the audience) and "How to
Wear Satin in the Summer."
With graduation just around the corner,
Colby is anxiously awaiting the return of the
King.Q

PledgeEKQ!

The Miller clock tower/climbing wall

Students reach for the
blue light

Two seasons of gym credit are now being offered to
students who successfully scale the tower of Miller Library.
The new gym credit option will allow students to use their
climbing skills on Miller in a quest to reach the blue light.
"It seemed like a great way to get rid of my last two gym
credits," said Gotta Graduate '93. "We're trying to start a
bungy jumping off the blue light club too."
Students who wish to take advantage of the library scaling option can sign up at the Aesthetics Office.

News flash:

Student spotted at Spa Band Night! What the hell?!

Mutant roaches
discovered in Roberts
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TJteRobeitellntott dinin£hato
their cockroach problem.,However a differeatkind of cockroach has been discov*

eit
ed io .h«fca$<ert*ettt of &>»£**$,
This kind of roach is immune to the insecticides that &U1 thecommon cockroach
accotdingIoa6tudmtwoykeratSi!o'<s
iandIsaIsomwchbi0gerthantheavera^eroadv,
who discovered theroach-s. The roaches are approximately two feet hi length and
#UStates in width,about the $fee of a poodle, $btte roa<h«$ definitely «3urtof bo
crushed underfoot likean ordinary roach orfheywilt makea.big mess . So there is
Moknawm way to eradicate theseabominablelnsects.. W<wId«*enowttetf frisectologist CatherineE_ Pillar wast asked to come to the
collegeand i<J mtify tM$ $p<xi<!$ &f <o«fa.oach,Blf at m$ as .eqfched by thfe ritee of
<hcse insects*-"Thercis not a specks of cockroachlike .bison earth, This newspecles
of cockroachmust be some kind of .nutation/ said Filkr.
Pillar asked Dining Services if she conld stay in the basement of Roberts
overnightw<$ flv«*y< . th*. ft creature $he wasalhwodto stayand dnrittg h*.r slay
she observed some interesting behaviors. According to Pillar, the roaches are
aociuwialin nature. During the day theysleep in nests of shredded cardboard and
at night they tonne upstairs
ht
fo the kitchonto iwd. TOfi*
roaches eat leftover fooda;
lusl
lik. * inttiwittl
„
_^„_„„.—,
™_ rifirtrWfli
j .-.-,. —„-.-

however,, they eat rnueh
toe-re that* the cfl tnmoi.
roaches. An entire freezer
of hot dogs and breakfast
say sage$ wa$ reported to be

roach intend,$M Merry

Ant-an*spid<jr> director of
Silos.
' _?J.. ar did Hvt wltrw$$ '
myroa^toatingtehAvittW<
during her Stay, bwfc ah*
promises to come backlaler
m$ ftprt ttg "whet. Wms ,

toffe e*will Irt ttOf to taMr

said I'illar.
Right now dining halls .

Powmd Do mar« bej «# iM»
vtittlgfttad itit \ht pmmw

oittuMemutant
gargantuan
¦
__. _
.4
f.
_»•* ...*ilk.
munj cwnaaposi*
roacnetu

Mv« Hide t<* thi$, *> UU
Way*.tf )t)<> .ih*.y<., wuM tftw 7
rt ftj AMfe ''At to* .hose

<•-

roaches catM fit into the
^glttt lMCMlMW/W '
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Admissions gives tips
for assimilating
BY ANNA BARCELONA
Minority Writer •

Sixty-eiglit students
suspended for orgy
. . . i i i l i i M i l . l . i ln l i l
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Sixiy-elght studentsweresuspended for a semester in 196? after
participatingin what the Deanof Stndents found to be"an otgy type
eveiA^Theifadentswerecatightift^theacfe^in thethencoed^aanaaf
the fieldhouse when Security responded to a complaint by faculty
members who heard disturbing noises while «wim«ning in the pool
during their lunchhour.
"I was utterly disgusted by the noises I heard ,* said Professor of
Religion Maiy MagdolL "1think those students peed to .re-examine
their relationshipwith thelord."
Ihestudentft who werefound guilty after a private deans'hearing
weieeimmediatelysent home and warned not to speak to any media,
Which the Dea*iof Stadent? assured them Would harm their chancesof
ever being readmitted to the college.Several newspapers and news
stations aattonwidecovered the story,
"This te truly a disgrace to this sdhooV said the .President of the
College. *I sincerely feel sooty for all those Who havebeen harmed by
this/'CJ

International students will no
longer bea minoritygroup at Colby
College. Admissions received 78
international applications this year,
a record never before achieved. All
the applicants except for five lower
class Spaniards who did not look
good enough in the application picture have been accepted,and Dean
of Admissions Pepsi Bevearigewas
so excited about the good news he
could not keep the secret anymore.
"Weknew that spending$lti,000
printing and sending the new and
revised international Catalogs to
more than 100 countries would finally bring true diversity to Colby
College," said Bevearige. "1 think
that everyonein Admissions should
be proud of a job well done, especially the friendly secretaries who
made thousands of phone calls to
all kinds of students around the
world trying to convince them that
Maine is not only Vacationland but
also the way life should be," said
Bevearige.
"It was very pleasing to sense

the happiness that most European
membersof theclassof'97 felt when
I told them that when living and
partying at Colby they would feel
at home," said Toni Feederlee.
"Those Euro-freaks were in shock
when 1 told them about the Hard
Spa Cafe and Student Center mega
disco we have here at Colby. Those
bunch of preppies thought that
Waterville was a shitty little town!"
Many Colby professors have
also helped to recruit International
students, according to Bevearige.
;"I had most of my students over
at my house and weate all different
kinds of Asian food in order to experiencewhat Asian teenagersfeel,"
said East Asian Studies Professor
Lee Jeans. "It turned out to be an
excellent workshop, and we decided to write postcards to .Asian
High School students describing
how good Dana's hamburgers,
Bob's retried beans and Foss' garden soups are."
Anthropology professor Constant Hrikos asked his students to
do fieldwork based on the Colby
Community in order to better inform international prospectives

about life at Colby.
"I was very surprised at how
wellmy students managed to avoid
ethnocentric points of view by
clearly stating in their field work
that most foreign cultures are not
necessarily worse but rather primitive and ignorant cultures that had
not have the chance.to learn about
Maine, the way life should be,"said
Hrikos.
Stu-A has alsobeen very hel pful
in increasing the international students interest in Colby College.
"We have sent several workshop
tapes overseas with thhigs such as
'fashion tips to succeed at Colby
where several Colby students
modelwith either Vhesportsy-backwards-baseball-caprjog-look singing "I am so cool, popular and hot.
I really am, and so can you be too."
or with thegranola-crunchie-hairypatagonia-coffee house-Marylowlook singing "If you don't shower
but smoke grass Colby is for you
too," said Bevearige.
Nevertheless, Admissions has
not heard from anyone yet, probably due to mail delays caused by
Superstorm '93.Q

discrimin ation ,$?,.

Prospec tive students discuss f inancial aid

BY EKO ADDICT
Jon's Babysitter

Intheintcrestof promotinggreaterdivcrsity at the college,Colby is actively recruiting
from a group hitherto untouched; students
disadvantaged by age.
"The College is concerned about what we
now see as systematic discrimination against
less mature students," said Pepsi Beverigc,
dean of admissions. "For some reason all
applications from thisgroup have previously
been completely disregarded."
As part of the new active recruitment,
several prospectives were secretly brought
up to campus last weekend under thej guise
'"
of a Cdlby Frenz sleep-over.
"We consider it a successful weekend,"
said Beverigc. "It was productive in terms of
addressing some of the specific issues this
group has."
The weekend was kept a secret from the
student body because of an administrative

fear that complications might arise from student involvement. Information about the
weekend did leak out however.
"Some students took advantage of these
prospectives because of their particular age
disadvantage," said President Kotter. "Taking them to a Student Center party wasn't so
bad, but when someone tried to explain the
blue light we ran into all kinds of complications."
A task force has been formed to deal with
the specific issues of incoming youthful students. In particular, the task force expects to
lookat the need for a story hour in theEnglish
Depar t m en t, an on-campus playground and
seminars to raise awareness among students
and faculty for the need for sensitivity, toward the new students.
"We want to makeevery effort possibleto
sec that these students arc made comfortable
at Colby," said Kotter. "After our past
discriminatory practices I don't sec how we
could do any less."Q

p hoto by Ari 1). Drun ker

Because too many minorities were accepted last year,
only dumb blondes could be accepted for the class of 97.

Fart sand Entertainment
BY LANCE MANION
Asst. Editor, Brews and Babes
The campus remains stunned
by the unfortunate and unexpected
Strider fire last Thursday at 2 a.m. A
swift fire raced through the building, gutting Runnals Union before
fire trucks could arrive. One fireman was heard saying, "It was almost as if someone had gone up
and down the halls with a can of
gasoline. But why would someone
do that?"
This comes immediately after
an alumni gift to replace the campusbuilding most in need of repair.
Safety and Security has begun an
investigation into the origins of the
blaze. Currently their only lead is a
charred backpack containing a coffee mug with traces of what appeared to be hextuple espresso, a
clove cigarette and a Danzig CD.
This piece of evidence has thrown Colby students around the smoulderingremains of Strider Theater.
photoby Wateroille f irefighter
suspicion onto one Morgan Davis
'95. This was further corroborated
a paramilitary supply, company, ened by his frequent presence in
"I don't know what they're talkby the scratch marks found on what
purchasing the equipment for illicit- Runnals as a pyrotechnics expert. ing about," said Davis. "I mean,
was left of the doors. Davis has a
entrances. Suspicion was height- Davis has protested his innocence. yeah, it 's true we needed fly space,
well documented relationship with

workspace,new lighting and sound
equipment, costumes, props,
makeup, wing space and a new
proscenium,but I'd neverdo something like that. Have you seen my
coffee mug?"
The Performing Arts majors
have expressed mixed emotions at
the loss of their favorite haunt. Dana
Cage '96 was deeply distressed.
"it's going to take them all year
to build a revolving stage for us to
do Les Miserables," said Cage.
"We're not even going to be able to
afford the lasers for Starlight Express. What the hell do they expect
us to do with a lousy six million?"
In fhemeantime,all theater work
has been moved into Safety and
Security's offices. Security'sdistrust
of the Performing Arts department
has, of late, been increasing. S.
Crockett,a replacement officer,was
quoted as saying, "It's not that we
don't trust them,we just don't want
a bunch of naked long haired
commies sitting around giving each
other back rubs. Now we can see
what they're up to. How soon until
they're moving back out?"Q

Herms Harms Humanity
BY LANCE MANION
Meadow's Bane
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' Welcome,faithful reader^ another edition "Ealing Out." This week we am replacing your
regular resbyra.it review col|unn.|st$as they work in the Governor's office manning the Mfirijtf ana
Odttttttafftfr Hbttj totfpho«o$. Apparently«.eyhave helpedmanyambition*toMvata*throughout,
'
the region.
"
. to
review
the
fine
cuisine
offered
for
brunch
each
Saturday
morning in thefirst
Weinitiallyintended
sources
there
is
always
a
fine
selection
of reprocessedfood tn be
,
floor Averill latrfne$__ According to our
fotwd in and about tho toilet**— vomit/ focal xtifttumft* you name Jtf'Howover,w*rt *a tho nam** of
college hijinks, this "was straying a hit too Jfar from a certain administrator's definition of so-called
,<
"communitynoma and guidelines."
Clam Bar"located on Cunnilingus
Inroad,we decided to wperfomt"a *oview nt *J?Joand StfsJ e^ s flaw
Wo oj>M to approach
fflf
seaport
Ca$tti>&
conthnwify
tbi*. ttflfewtth .
itoukvard in the picture^uc
1
review from a radial standpoint thesscd solely in leopard skinG*s.rh.gfr and AmberVision»nnglasset.
(they really do filter out harmful solar rays)we were plated—handed our plates that Is •«* then seated
at a lovelycandlelit table for two with sweeping pelvic view$>
Cat, *seafood tovo*at heart, dow tomedfatoly_ nfo abugeplateof Mtotyi boarded elatnaofforod
graciouslyby our ituoat amiable waitress,Savannah, Hay started things out With a cup of clam chowder,
becauseit really does make "am loud .r,if you catch our drift, Par thewuin course,Cal decided to go with
the «<artch of the day/ a „_¦'tubts $teak smothered In a salty white sauce. Ktoy enjoyed a heftyMping of
tuna taco.v*delicacythat i$ a roal treat whon »tt _ rv«d propcrty;
For dessert,tho choice Was clear ,„a big old piece of pic. The selection was diverse*apple,blueberry,
hah,lemon and chewy. One can only imagine the difficulty in choosing, so instead of taking one -*Jeepcft. -.wo t ook aJH Washed dow n with a fifth of scotch, we were not only fnO/ bwt three $heels to
?
.hfcwi ttiUn wdh
'
t
Later,On thocar ride home,f ollowinga viciowsbut spiritedround of I. ranxchcers,w« agreod that "Flo
and Susie'sClam B»*"was a real treat. The atmosphere vfcas lovely,and there was hair,so we were there!
iM)y,ln collusion;to wrap things wjv we came lo a mtitu« . consen t rtwt the Colby alcohol policy
in tho Ifflrttstt ft ¦»!»»*¦ watts
'
,
^
.
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draw, citing medical emergency.
Herms has not lost heart. "I'm very
intrigued by the concept of the
method. If living the part works so
well for lines, shouldn't it work for
violence as well? I tell my students
to 'feel the pain'in a fi ght. I'm sure
that they do."
The remaining students,or survivors, as they like to call themselves, expressed a continuing enthusiasm for their studies. They
gestureexcitedlywith their remain-

The acting world was rocked
when Konstantin Stanislavsky introduced the method to acting. His
ground-breaking idea was that the
actor must experience the emotions
and feelings of the character. Today
his ideas are so widely held that
they seem to be the only way of
performing. Or are they?
In the area of stage combat there
was no concept
of the method.
All was done by
subterfuge and
sleight of hand.
Rounded edges
on swords and
blanks in pistols
restrained actors
from feeling the
experiences of
their characters
as steel flashed
and
duels
changed
the
P "oto by the Gooch
courses of lives. Students experience the pain.
Combining martial artistry,
16th-century swordsmanship and ing limbs at the beginning of each
class. One of Herms'advanced stua realbad attitude,instructor Leroy
dents, contacted at Thayer HospiHerms '93 has brought realism to
tal, spoke highly of Herms. "I rethe final acting frontier. Herms,one
ally
thought I had him/' he murof the most virile men on campus,
mured
through the sedative. "Ma n,
has begun teaching a course where
he'sfast/'
Healso expressed aburnstudents learn to put their bodies
desire
to get back to class, and
ing
and souls into experiencing that fi"have another go at that bastard!"
nal battle. Herms, a firm believer in
Before
losing consciousness he
the idea that "If it's real for the
mumbled
something; 'There can
actor, it's real for the audience,"
be
only
one
... the prize ..."
eschews pulling punches and ushave discussed
The
students,
ing stage weapons in favor of the
Herms
for his eflans
to
repay
real thing. Students are equipped p
forts. "We're going to wait till the
with razor edged knives and
end
of tho semester and sneak up,
swords,including broadsword and
surprise,
Mr. Herms. Wo want
uh,
katana. Classes are held outside afhim
to
know
just
how wo feel about
ter a misguided blow sheared open
all
he's
done
for,
and to, us. Wc
a steam pipe in the basement 'of
want to show him all we've
Runnals.
Tho course was met with great learned ."
Herms hasbegun lookinginto a
initial interest from tho student
firearms
course next semester.
population. Unfortunately, many
Funding
is
currently pendingJD
students have been forced to with-

Sven the relatively impressive's advice
Svenis the most photogenic psychic available for cheap work. He
also waits tables where he is able to
determine customers' orders from
the kitchen. Sven can bereached c/
0 The Colby Echo.
Dear Sven,
1 lost my labrador retriever
Woogums last week. I just want to
know that she is alive and happy.
Will I ever see her again?
Distraught Dog Devotee
Dear Distraught,
Yes, you will see Woogums again.

Next week you will bedriving on I95 and you will see Woogums.
Briefly. The next person to see
Woogumsafter you willbethe road
crew.

next Friday at 9:45 p.m. You probably won't need to worry about the
police if you kill his partner. The
wool industry probably won't be
thrilled, though. Baa.

Dear Sven,
I'm sure my boyfriend is cheating
on me,but I can't prove it. Can you
help me? If he is,I'll kill the girl he's
with and I don't care what the cops
do to me.
Vengeful in Vancouver

Dear Sven,
1think someone is trying to kill me.
I don't know who it is. Please tell
me who it is and how I can avoid
them.
Frantically Fearing Fragmentation
in Framingham

Dear Frantic,
Dear Vengeful,
Yes, your boyfriend is cheating on Sorry,but bythetimethis isprinted,
you. Go to the MotelSix on route 43 you will already be dead. In the

next life have someone else start It's not my fault if you don't specify
the lottery you have in mind. And
your car.
because you were rude, I'm not
going to tell you which one of your
Dear Sven,
You told me that if I played the co-workers is cheating with your
serial number off a 1976 BMW in wife.
the lottery 1 would win. I tried it
and almost got arrested. My num- Personals from Sven:
cacber (12-34-54-60) didn't even win. 1 P-whipped in Pensacola—Yes,
tus
would
hurt.
think you're a fake.
Hardly Happy in Harrisburg Listless in London—Defense
shields active. Warning, warning,
warning.
Dear Hardly,
I had my assistants do some check- Queasy in Queens—Today isagood
ing and discovered that the num- day to maim someone named Brad.
ber in question did in fact win the Your broccoli is growing mouldy.
Bolivian cockroach lotto last week.
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Colby /lr*Museum:ACollection of Hand-Painted
Or »gami Lobsters from Around the World
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Art Chat:
Evidence of Extra-Terrestrial Influ|
ence in the earlyworks of Pablo Picasso
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Music at Colby Concert Series: The Portland
Triangle Quartet, performing Bethoven's fifth and
the complete works of Jim Morrison
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The esteemed panel of judges from the governm ent
department cast their votes for Ms. Colby '93.
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Stu-A Movies
Highlander II
Mr. Bungle Takes Manhattan
My Stepmother Is An Alien
Howard The Duck
Problem Child
License To Drive
Buff y the Vampire Slayer
The Beastmaster
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EK_Q MEMBERS
foundedin 1877
STRESSED ECHO MOM, Echo Add ict
THE ALMIGHTY EKO GODDESS,77a. Controller
ECHO BUNNY, EK£2Pledge
KITTY KAREN, Unidentified
MELLOW DRIBBLE,F arts Ed itress,
LIFE'S A BITCH, Twisted and Bitter
CHRIS *VDMNY" DAVENPUERTA,
Who 's Your Daddy ?
K.B., Toys and Hobbies

ROCK ME AMADEUS,Fucking Byline

Here

ARI B.DRUNKER, Reall y NiceGuy
THE GOOCH, Prince of Darkness
THE HUSTLER, Money Man
FERRIS BUELLER, Ad Manager
ANDY "DISCO INFERNO" VERNO,
StaffCruelkr

JAC COIN, The Major
LANCE MANION,Meadow's Bane
PEGGY POPE,Asst. to S tressCase
EHLEEOTT, E.T. Phone Home
DANIELLE BOWDOIN, Betterthan Ba tes
MIRA CLE EAR, Disney Seductress
NATE THE GREAT,Ad Hustler
MARKY MARK MUIR, Subscriptionsand Beer Die
BETH HER , BERT, AND ERNIE, Subscrip t ionsChick

'".

LETTERS ANDOHMOMS POLICY
Tlie Editorial is the official fucking opinion of the paper. We don 't give a shit what you think because
we 're the only one's who read the fucking paper , not you ignorant imps.
Jht While Asb onlyencoura ges letters from its readers becauseweneed to fill spacenot becau sewe
give a shit what anyone has to say. Most of the lettera are so incoherent that we end up writing them
ourselves anyway.

Echo Editorial Pick-up Lines
10. Hyphenate me, baby.
9. Has anyone ever told you that you have the most
beautiful non-scan blue eyes?
8. Let me show you our dark room.
7. Show me your body text.
6.1 want to paste you up.
5. Ever done it on a light board?
4. How many functions does your mouse have?
3. You can fill my white space any day.
2.1 want to wax you all over.
1.1 want to get laid-out.

Our vote—
Thisyear The White Ass is not endorsing anything on campus.Our only wish is to bring back
fraternities to Colby College.
We have found that student life Ms decayed
fasterthan someof the brain.cellsixiFoss*Student
Center parties, no matter how many times "you
know who"doeshis stunt out p i ewindow>suck.
'
The Spa band n%M& miemm' only^e ^d^
Wke
jerks,^Campus**events areonl^forthebnce i
Sto-Aof£cet«.caitj ^ ttoone evettkttow_.£heteal
rwlesto Beer Die anymore!
What can be done? Student leaders have free**
asking themselves that question for eight years
now* I*fd face it;1985 was the last year Colby
Collegesawany Mud of soda!Uh. The administration repeatedly has told the,stttde»tcommunity it is their responsibility to create a social
atmosphere*So we form out little commonssystentand bond in our dorms.Everyonewhothinks
that the commonssystem is the epitome oi social
happening,raise theit hand now,That*s what we
, , ,
thought*
TJhe campus is slowly losing its Mgotty , towards all religions,races,sexual orientation,and
women*Nudity ' te tiowxe$tti&$&to the lax team
and Talctan and< Tou£6e cast paries* Only the
Greeks canreJhabilitatethisortce-tteasuredttadi*
tion;We at the White Assseethe fraternities as the
only mode to revive white male oppressive, behaviorJfthecampuswantstobring ^^
the closet, i* ahoitld' be the,Alpha Chi Rowias,
Gamma tamda Deltas, PM Cantma Delta and
Alpha Chi Sigmas* Yes, Alpha Chi Sigma. We
believe that the onl^gtonp;oncampws that holds
enough pride to, wear the Gteek letters is the
Woodsmen's Team.
> otgetallthose wwssyhonor societies and clubs
that think aaacronyms ate even close to cool The
only thing that can redeem the patheticsocial life
at Colby is a total revival of the fraternity system*
We must act now, before it's too late.
Go EKO!

Small Brown Woman with stress
tension problem seeks nocturnally
inclined .male for cheap tawdry ref
lations on alternate Thursday afternoons. Must be into kinky wax
machine tricks.
Freckled Red Chick seeks man
with like features to play dot to dot
freckles with non-scan blue pen.
Must be willing to endure hostility,
general disgust and threat by exact©.
Echo bunny seeks man without
criminal record with whom to pass
meaningful time. Deadlines mandatory and must do it by the AP
Stylebook. Backrubs crucial.

Petite blond woodsman seeks
vertically challenged female companion. Must give good backrubs,
be fluent in Pagemaker and know
where all her continueds are.

"Nice Guy" seeks attractive
young female to get exposed with.
Interested in developing an enlightening relationshi p, plus he's a senior, and he's got a big lens.

" Unnatural" nudist lax player
seekssexually adventurous woman
with fetish for cruellers to take post
meridian strolls through the street
in the buck. Will PMT to fit.

Sportsfans seek female. Must be
of age—will share.

Terminally cool renaissance
dudeseekschemicalattractionwith
woman who knows her wayaround
in the dark . Must be into the nasty
(burger that is).

Unnatural Selection

By Andy Vernon

on to
wenf
Peter
,
fame
Shortl y after his recover^
'
and hr \u)) t with the l/i'ehn a Bow s Ch oir ...

"Eko. Yeah, I know Eko. She was
fantastic. Let's just say she knew
how to wiggle out of her c!6thing."
—Ari B. Drunker

Well,it's okay,but their joke issue is
always really lame. They also need
more nudity."
—Lance Manion

"I really don't have any opinions at
all. I'm just the Opinions Editor."
—Life's a Bitch

"think someoneshould censorthe
Echo. We are really getting out of
handandareprintingsomehorrible
things.I mean,really,we're making
Colby look bad."
—The Almighty EKO Goddess

"In a nutshell; great copy, shitty
pictures."
—The Gooch

"TheEKO'stoo negative.Thereshould
be more happy stories, like Off The
Hill. And we should try to make Colby
look better sinceStu-A gave us all that
money."
—EKO Addict

"Your father was a hamster and your
mother smelt of elderberries."
—Chris Davenpuke

"I find it personally fulfilli ng
because professors always tell me
how accurately they are quoted."
—Featuring: Caren

"Stunning, erectifying, I love this
place."
—Andy "Disco Inferno"Verno

"It'sa great way to meet poeple,even
better than a j frat."
-Echo Bunny

'I think they , need . fucking
headlines!!" ' • ' ;
-Rock Me Amadeus '

Committee equalization Code blue light hits
presents a great travesty the Colby campus
mummmm
eko gootsss
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Committee cquAthaiiott? &wy<f ** Itfddfot£? Bqwa . ifO|»3-6$<.t.fc»I?ot* «f &tod&nte t*»d
fctttXty ott <iMflft)ut. *«*,. wblteft fapwulaft. policyttn ttltegtftft***jridtewlonsC0M<rpt .
IJtttorotij^dyagrert WithAmdc*i. roftmMo*. of RomanceDot*. iPnwapplo.I ttxmn,Who
better to formulaicpolicy thaw iWpoiicy^iwakwa'?!-my the students of Colby College
i»ho«W $ve up all k»«j .««$e$- of dccte . c. awaking
<*««* ^pabiHtiep and . *t the eminently
;m<*jre %i*4tfi1^iecl fewtntty «wwl*^«s» <l*^^* wtw
ftw **»i ,
t Applaud the neW AdmIdtU n*politic of Admitting only students >Vho can fc« «a$•»Ky
controlled or ean ho pressured into signinga contact of loyalty lo the administration.
Srotfity *dan$e i« ^ir«muly»wft II jpwfort i« the con tract $pectf tea «Vepu n J?to .writ f a*
-s
!><jirAyln^ ._i0 t1y^n«y0if C<»lI*y 4$ fnIUws}
*
%
*four flail _ ng.qpra.teft w«t bof actoWul into % ahtdentfa <*fcA* *
* .\ ,
*the Wot of political vncorwictucsfl will fee attached to the student's permanent
KMf nMwiMHpdkyktkkltent,for the bt»Xfeg4«ini _ td mate toff l Jfo okgoofl hy
equrtMdg connmlttod nt«rtibei$hJp yd in Jteattty Would retain ils fltrangkhotd On
adrnJa snblo opinions, for tlie committer would be »tnf f cd with pawns of the admin*
.!t - tt-ll»t .

J. y adtni .ting wily niK wiite wining to wowhip tho- ttdinfatottttion <w "h< .tp)to&"
matcibftnt tftudenls to n«« the Value in becoming a nitwit, Colby *mv as .Pineapple
aiiggesls,Iteep lh« students occupied with fluffy and insignificant Social mailed
white the "iwademie matter*" mwwwtiy dealt with by the f*«uliy fraternity,
)t whoMtwtedly wppott Anything ttwt ftdmixrifttartfo*. d««rtw» I* awtahitttor th«
atudwkt foody. Porijct ptortmtoX agencyJot #0 of yaw. responsibilities,join m <... if* »A
nmcb «>*i«l<.r,..Q

LIFE'S A BITCH

By Twisted and Bitter
SEX, SEX, SEX. We, as a responsible student body need to stop lewd professors from
making unwarranted advances on poor unsuspecting students. To ensure more platonic student-faculty relations, here is a more
stringent sexual conduct code for the faculty.
The rough draft is as follows:
• When lecturing in class, a professor
may approach a student no closer than *1.75
feet and when handing back papers must put
the paper on an intermediary surface so that
there is no hand-touching involved,
• If a student wishes to meet with a professor after class, eye-contact can be maintained for a maximum of 6.2 seconds whereupon the professor must conclude eye-contact.
• Professors may only eat a meal with a
student if a dean acting as a chaperone accompanies the pair. Under no conditions may
alcohol or oysters be served at the table.
Room service is out of the question.
• Professors and deans arc not allowed to

invite students to their houses under the
preteriseof mowing their lawn, rakingleaves,
snow-shovelling or:any other excuse used to
lure unsuspecting students.
• English professors may not teach any
piece of literature that describes sexual relations within its pages^ and Biology professors may not lecture on reproduction,asexual
or otherwise. Government professors may
not teach at all.
• A glass divider should be constructed
between the professor and the students in
class so that no inadvertent contact will take
olace.
• For male professors, a dress code will
include the following: socks must be worn
and shirts must be buttoned to the top in
order not to expose any flesh; no bow ties,
and no cheap see-through Oxfords.
Any violation of the sexual ethic code will
result in an investigation by the Subcommittee of the Subcommittee of the Committee on
Professors Who Do Naughty Things. If found
guilty, the perpetrator must discuss LongDong Silver with Klarence Tomas in a Foss
closet-single until the Blue Light burns out.?

Political Correctness
hits Colby Athletics

President Cutter forms committeees and
subcommittees to investigate P.C.ness in
athletic dep artment.
you,"said PCPC,while spontaneously bursting into the Colby school anthem, "Hail Colby
DAVENPUERTA
Hail ... "
Who's Your Daddy?
Several other proposals are being looked
at by PCPC and his PC task force to make
After the cross on the chapel came under Colby "a more equal institution that prefire because of its exclusivity toward non- serves and protects every and all individuChristians,the politicallycorrect police com- als," according to PCPC.
mitteebrought a proposal to Politically Cor• The ship/compass weathervane that
rect President Cutter [PCPC]. The details of sits on top of Miller Time Library may be
the proposal involve the elimination of the removed because of its offense toward land
national anthem before Colbysporting events dwellers and those who do not give a shit
becauseit offends foreign exchange students. which way is north.
PCPC has formed a committee and sev• Pressure from faculty members may
eral underground subcommittees to investi- coerce PCPC into demolishing the Student
gate the matter,accordingto no sources what- Center. "Hey,the faculty doesn't have a Facsoever. PCPC is looking into removing the ulty Center," said PCPC. I can seetheir point.
American flag flyingin the quad before Miller Plus all those damned video games ...."
Time Library as well. "The waving of that
• PCPC is currently undergoing serious
flag is downright un-American," said PCPC negotiations with Drave from Drave's barin an interview with The Wall Street Journal. ber shop in downtown Waterville. PCPC is
PCPC and other Politically Correct trying to get Drave and his wife to set up a
NESCAC Presidents vigorously debated a head shaving center in Dana. PCPC said that
movement to lower the basketball hoops in students walking aroui\d with a full head of
ECAC tournament competition, as the tradi- hair is insulting to those who are balding.
tional 10' height is unfair to short people.
AdministratorshavealsocontactedPCPC
They found a .compromise to settle the dis- and his task force about the removal of the
pute: "We've decided instead of lowering traditional grading system from the Colby
the baskets to simply cut taller people's legs academic structure. According to thesources
off to make everyone in NESCAC basketball that do not exist,those who study should not
the same height," said PCPC. "That way it's have an edge over those who would rather
fair."
drink their way through college. "It'ssimply
The weight rooms will also be removed not fair to stupid people," said PCPC. "It is
from campus;those wishing to build muscle not the Colby way, it 's not the American
will haveto travel downtown to Chumpions. way.I think we have started a precedent for
The decision for evicting the barbells and other colleges to follow. Hail Colby
iron from Mayflower Hill was made in fair- Hail ...."?
ness for weak people who lack the motivation to work out. "Hey, it's just not fair I tell

Welsh signs on with ',- .
Twins in surprise move

BY CHRIS "vrNNy

Spring Sport s Cancelled;
Colby ski hill to re-open
BY CHRIS "VTNNY"

DAVENPUERTA

Who's Your Daddy?
Prompted by all the snow with which
Mother Nature has covered Mayflower Mill,
spring coaches in conjunction with Director
of Aesthetics Richard Whippingmore
and President Welcome Back Kotter
have decided to terminate all spring
sporting competitions.
"We said, 'what
thehell,let's just forget about it,'" said
Whippingmore.
'These kids knew
they were coming to
Maine. What did
they expect, warm
weather?"
The cancellation
of the spring athletic
season does not nccessarily mean all
athletics on campus
will cease,however.
Kotter
and
Whippingmore
have decided to re-open the Colby ski hill of
old. The construction should be finished any
minute now, and Colby skiers should be able
to get in some spring skiing this year.
"Shoot,Middlebury and Dartmouth have

a ski hill, what makes those bastards think
they're better than us," said Kotter.
"Forget lacrosse," said rookie Head Lacrosse Coach Dave Zoro. "I want to ski."
Notall of theColby community willbeup
on the hill carving turns with Zoro. The
entire men's varsity baseball team has
transfered to the University of Florida after
having spring break
practices for a week in
the land of the sun-ripe
orange. "Colby is just
toodamned cold,"said
Head Baseball Coach
and part time shoe
salesman Dextor.
The fun of the ski
hill does not end when
the snow finally melts.
The mud that has collected underneath the
hill will provide hours
of amusement for the
Colby community, according to Kotter and
Whippingmore . The
two administrators aro
p lanning a spring carnival in which the main
attraction will be competitive pig imitations.
Students will compete
by rolling around in the mud naked while
eating slop from troughs. The winners will
be awarded with two P.E. credits each.
"Wo arc just trying to m akc the best of all
this white crap," said Kottor.Q

Shoo,.
Middlebuory and
Dartmouth liave
a sM MU? wlt&t
makes those
bastards thiiik
they're better
than us.
-President Kotter
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looking l%ethe*npv«of theaeasonmMajorleagueBaseball,Odbygopher-balter
}o.nWelshhasJnlteda. .m-day<ontxacl with theMinnesota.Twins*in a surprise press
eonferertcehetdiHiheltoin Cite^^
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btok*the newslo the w*d«»
Inteir«8ttngty;verylewl.ne5»rof:fh<. dedfoion.The Twins organization waited vmtil
the last momentbeforeletting thecalont «f thebag.EvenWelshkepi the newstinder
his hat,?l let my Konmnute»latnw/ 6_ddWeIs_v ^ut^eya*e_,eaIly my only Mends/'
Ctan$M*trt pU% whethergoodOf bad,has been WeW$$tat$ffe in hi$ twoseasons
as*White Mide hswdter. - A#et*wpman mhis fiast reason a*a Mule*Welshwade the
switch to stopper ,
thfo f hia final
_ .«&&<>» and ftwfr
smooth transit
f
*
pm&vt h* the
tfott wttt fa^j ta** ¦
-tit Head Coach
.. cootsandpleasing ]¦
'
13ee
_
.ste_v
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Tom
could not h<ive
asked for anything; 'more/'1 , said
gfefctttft tWefehJ .
ft- thd nt..Mate
professional, kill**'
m% opposing
raMiea "
Killing wllies Is
themo3.aat-i.fyw
msntfor Wefch,
tog M<t>mpu$h~
hut he reaJise? .hat
it w£U .not he
players in the
same against the
hes lough/ la%su fit 's going to
X<vem. . d<. it .hn.
mmWAhh,M bu% .
far. 1««m do anv* *fhinK.
.
IcagueBascbatt
Many Major
/
$<wm$realize thatWeJshha$ the talent,but wowdetif they!wimare not rushingWelsh*
notallowir
tghim tt> ttwtar*in rtw wt toorstou conpie of years*Welsh becomesonly th*
second major league playe* to step directly from college to the professional *anks
without any previous minorleague experience,following Pete Incaviglia f orfheTexas
flange** in ;W$&
"Vb «mtly get a <?hanp iikt. lhto *vwy bo often/ 0aytt WdriMw i$ well awareof (to
pressure present in Major League Baseball for rOofeim.. "I'm sure a Jot of players will
be Jealous hut hey>I'm good*"
f oir w<d$hwJ
U be to get in shape,after spending the wintef
Assigmw«t nwmberonewHm
twi
mmih$ ^ttophy^g in h te
.« i« <ttotwwtttt* ** vmt*aHy nervovi$sbowt lb*,
upcoming draff/ ^Jornmento Welsh*"t h«d no ideA what Wm in stora Jfor me>ao t kind
'
of werindul%itwr>
, f wm
>
Aw
Mayflowot* Hilly
§Y\\\t thin^ look promfoj og jfor Wcteh*
witotown tal^t
W«M\ h«p,^««.d rtCOvtts M th« twkie *owbin« h«ld in SeMfe At thft K<irtgd«nl<:^
DaJsailing tfcOuts with both power and prfcdisfon ,Welsh improved hi _ Stock immensely*
Spring cannot comesoon enough for Wdelv who is eagerly anticipating throwing
hte best tf tutt mfpiw i what the bljj Imgy **bw* w ofltov Y<* Wel$h otill h*» * ^*>od
* wilt H\\ jw:<tt bam go^d t *«utt Ye# it will
^ Uit«d*y "f to,
^utwre moves that tfecrin. < o be imminent rtre the £)Qubt« A sigrtings of Dan I<ntfya
cmfly in fielder whor like Welsh/ lias blossomed in this vc»yyovng seaooi.., Also/ Iook
fo)c stalwart catcher if ohn JP'M ^rta to g«. t a contract from the Koekford Pefttto*.
Atte^gradoaf l<m ott May Z% W*]teh w01 Iwp 01*fl><? teatn platte and W i n mi form (w
ihiti niglit*« double header rtgAinat thoToroiUft ftlne faytt ¦Cll
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'I'm sure a lot

of players are
j ealous, but
hey, I'm good."

-Jon Welsh

Maine athletics voted
#1 in nation by NRIA

rently trailing by percentage points to national leader, New Jersey. Until then, residents bask in the glow of being the soundest
of body. "It's great being the best," boasted
an ecstatic Winter Harbor citizen.
Surprisingly,Aroostook County won best
county in the country. The NRIA ranked
Northern Aroostook Polytech, located in the
thriving metropolis of T2-R7, as one of the
finest athletic programs for a secondary school
and gave Schenk High School, in East
Millinocket, the nod as most outstanding
high school.
Unfortunately, many of the hi gh schools
in southern Maine were snubbed from the
list. Such sports powerhouses as Cape Elizabeth, Marshwood and Boothbay Harbor Regional were notably absent in the final Maine
tally.
Citing lack of speed and strength, the
NRIA also left University of Southern Maine,
Westbrook College and Bates College off the
top college list, opting to go with UMainePresque Isle, UMaine-Fort Kent and Central
Aroostook County Day College.
Kansas,Alaska and New Mexico followed
closely after Maine in the balloting, but did
not have the strength of schedule that the
Maine teams had. Although there has been
some questioning of the survey, most
Mainards knew it all along. "We've got more
heart," said one unnamed Mainer. The survey reflects just how "much heart this state
has.
Success is sweet for this much maligned
state. Congratulations, Maine.Q

BYJAK COIN
The Major

photo by The Gooch

This week's devastator is Fob the pizza deUvety
man* Bob was named to the pizza delivery hall of
fame in Cornstalk,Ohio last week. The award came
as a surprise to Bob. "Gezz,I knew I was good,but
not th#tgood/ said Bob. Out local hero has also
won three goldmedals in delivery competMorisin
Itis career*Accordingto 'BobVKisfavorite deliveries
ate to Colby/BoB' rtbted;'t&'lie ' was~ esped^|ly
overloaded with work &*ring the Project inward
dinner discussions,
'Til bet almost evexy kid on this campus called
and ordered a pissa those nights/ said Bob,''What
the hell did they feed you guys anyway,bread and
water?"Well,nothing nearly as good ks Bob's jm-

' '''

Maine receivedsome surprisingnews this
week from the National Register of Interstate
Athletics. This fact finding organization,
based in Jackman,Maine,came to the conclusion that athletics in Maine,both on the collegiate and high school level,are the best in the
United States.
Although Maine has one of the smallest
populations per state in the land, it was still
able to garner top awards; The ability of
Maine residents to step up their game to the
next level when it counted was instrumental
for its success. Many Mainers attribute their
success to a headiness that comes from living
in Maine. "We just have that innate desire to
be the best," commented one unidentifiable
Bangor resident.
It should not come as much of a shock to
those not native to Maine. One just has to
look at the dynasties that have been created
in the state. Morse, Cheverus, Moosehead
Regional and Stearns can be lumped together
as athletic programs that get the job done.
Nothing seems to stand in the way of
success for Maine. The only Division I program in the.state, UMaine at Orono, boasts
solid teams on the court, field, track and ice,
makingit a tempting choice for out-of-staters.
It is even more tempting for those who live in
this great state. "I love this place," reminisced one Limestone native. "I never want
to leave.
Eventually, Maine looks to take over the
number one spot in academics as well, cur-
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Koresh Knows Sports
BY PETE DOOBAGE
Token Druggie

Having been cooped up in his complex
since late February, David Koresh must be
dying for some exercise. David October '95
(hereafter referred to as Dino), Gerry Co-

Hi^^v^i^n^^^H
^Hffl_ l^l^_^^_^H^H
i^^^^^^^^^^^^l
BBSllPBHllHiiW
cainc'95, Steve Simchick '93 and I traveled to
Waco, Texas last week to offer Koresh some
tips on staying in shape.
Realizing that traditional Colby sports
were not realistic considering the space restrictions, wc came up with some fresh ideas
for Dave and his cult buddies.
First, Pop-a-Shot basketball. This was a
big hit with Dave and his cult. But as all good
things must end, the game was soon gone;
Dino squared Dave in the head with an errant
hookshot just as he was eating lunch. See ya.
Next wc headed upstairs to test Dave's
acumen at Foosball and a few video games.

While Dave thoroughly enjoyed these tests
of timing and eye-hand coordination,he was
quite concerned that the ruckus would look
bad to toursof perspective Branch Davidians.
Strike two.
At this point, our non-alcoholic, wholesome, old-fashioned fun had been stripped
from us leaving only one option: drink. After
all, what else can you do when you are out in
the middle of the boonies and the people who
flex the muscle take away your fun?
We were able to convince Dave that a
game of Die would provide him with the
necessary excercise.After lObeers Dave was
shithouscd.
'This guy is supposed to be a religious
leader," said Dino, "but hey man, this dude
can booze."
Suddenly, the sign Dave had been awaiting arrived; the goddess McLease-me
dropped from the Texas sky and shot Dave a
mirror-breaking look.
David," she said. "I'm very concerned
with the community here in Waco." With
that, the party was shut down and the table
confiscated . Strike three.
At this point ' wc had exhausted our options. We tried tho non-alcoholic activities,
but they were taken away. Wc tried the ones
with alcohol, and they were taken too.
Gerry summed it up the best: "nothing
left to do but eat Savory.Bakcd Chicken and
Popcorn Shrimp in Bob's... so good, dude."Q

This space purchased by the Anti-Tree Lobby.

V

creation by Rock Me Amadeus

STICK FIGVBE-Runningman,
despite his gendered name, has no
penis nor vagina. He has no internal
organs, nor sexual preference. "But I
love getting some...from anything...all
the time," said Running man. He
wears nothing. Originals go for $0.35
(about the same price as an editor per
hour) .
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photo byThe Gooch

OH luAj lA-Experiencingthe "shower of the
century, " ElliottBarrymore is in ecsiacy in his
leopard skin bikini-bottom suit by Tiger Design
($99).

photo by The Gooch

STIFF-ABM-Sachetingaround campus is
Davenpuerta in his vest by Brooks Brothers
($350), shorts by Morgan Memorial (free with a
bowl of soup ) and hat by Paul Revere and the
Raiders (n.a.).

pho to by Tlie Gooch

FYRAMliy-Barrymore, Davenpuerta and
Doobage bring their renditi on of the Egyptian
pyramids to Mayflower Hill, while showing off
their new cosmetically alte red tongues ($5000).

photo by The Gooch

WET 'N WILD-Chris Daven-make-me-p uke, in his
lifelong quest to get naked for the camera , forgets that
this is a swimsuit issue. Though we 're not sure where
his swimsuit is, facia l expression, body hair and ass
crack come straight from Brooklyn.

p hoto by The Gooch

BASKET CATCH-Withthe smile and pompadour
of a true champ ion, Elliott Barrymore pulls down
this pas s with authority. Going for the casual look,
Elliott looks great in the traditional "boxer short "
bathing suit ($9.95 at Shaw's) by Nuevo Mystique.

m NUMBER ONE*ays Doobage through his snow white teeth. His wetsuit ($2,016) by
Body Glove keeps his precious buns warm in the cold.

pll0to by ThG Gooch
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Photo by The Gooch

STARS AND STRIP! - The Cynic opens up this years ' swimsuit issue by
giving WMHB fans his awar d winning imitation of Dick Vitale., Cap ($.25)
at 1-95 rest stop vending machine, Oakley "thermo-nuclear protection "
shades ($300), skivies ($40) by Speedo available at the bookstore, and Body
(priceless) by Stairmaste r,
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